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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS:
Dear Reader,
Thank you for your support & recognition of our efforts here at the
SEA.
Throughout the SEA’s monthly newsletters, you will have the
opportunity to…
- be introduced to our hard-working ambassadors
- hear about upcoming events both SEA & community related
- enhance your cooking with our sustainable recipes
As well as learn more about what we at the SEA stand for & how you
can get involved.
We hope to see you back next month!
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Meet this Month’s Crew:
Dimera Little
Hometown: Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Integrated Marketing Communication
Year: Senior
Why did you join the SEA?
I joined SEA to gain hands-on experience with professionals in
the entrepreneurship industry, while developing my marketing
and time management skills.
What do you hope to gain from the SEA?
I hope to gain strength in my network and confidence in
efficiently executing any assignments presented to me.

Verónica Kasavich
Hometown: Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Marketing (Minor: Professional Spanish)
Year: Senior
Why did you join the SEA?
The first thing I noticed about the SEA was the resemblance in our
values. I have a passion for maintaining a plentiful environment &
helping to maintain long lasting conditions for future generations.

What do you hope to gain from the SEA?
I look forward to building my knowledge with my creativity for the
business world & determining my true calling I would like to take once
I graduate this semester. In the meantime, I’m going to enjoy this
experience & learn as much as possible!
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Haylea Rieger
Major: Integrated Marketing Communications &
Public Relations
Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Mars, PA
Why did you join the SEA?
I joined the SEA to get a head start on my internship
credits but also to advance my skills in what I am
studying for my future career.

What do you hope to gain from the SEA?
I hope to strengthen my knowledge of what I am
majoring in to make sure it is the right fit.

Dejah Jenkins
Major: Integrated marketing Communications
Year: Senior
Hometown: Pittsburgh, PA
Why did you join the SEA?
I joined the SEA to gain more knowledge in sustainable
living while simultaneously learning how to tie that into my
future as an IMC professional.
What do you hope to gain from the SEA?
I hope to gain a better understanding of what it means to live
a sustainable life while also creating successful business
endeavors that not only benefit myself but others and the
world as well.
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Happening in the greater Pittsburgh/Slippery
Rock area

February Issue

Events
Climate Educator Happy Hour –
Communitopia
Calling all K-12 teachers of all grades, subject
areas, or experience level:

Whether you are already teaching climate
change-related lessons in your classroom or
interested in getting started, it is important to
have a like-minded community for support. Join
for a Climate Educator Virtual Happy Hour to find
climate education opportunities for your
classrooms and to meet other passionate
educators!
•
•
•
•
•

Wednesday, February 17, 2021
Zoom
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Communitopia
Pittsburgh, PA, United States
Website & Registration

SRU Fit Your Strength
Sustainability is about more than the environment!
Take care of your body/wellness and join the online
strength training program for
beginners/intermediates
•
•
•
•
•

Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays
February 22, 2021 to April 18, 2021
Zoom
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Website & Registration

Virtual Environmental Film Series:
Decoding the Weather Machine
Phipps’ Environmental Film Series is an exciting
monthly event inviting community members to
come together to view environmental films and
documentaries. Join Phipps Conservatory for a
discussion about the film Decoding the Weather
machine.
Disastrous hurricanes. Widespread droughts and
wildfires. Withering heat. Extreme rainfall. It is
hard not to conclude that something’s up with
the weather, and many scientists agree. In this 2hour documentary, NOVA will cut through the
confusion around climate change.
RSVP in advance.
•
•
•
•

Friday, February 19, 2021
Zoom
8:00 PM
Website & Registration

Family Science Outside: Maple Sugaring!
This event brings at-home learners and their grownups into the living lab of the great outdoors to
explore the science and math behind making
maple syrup!
Families can register for their own time slot on one
of the available dates. Time slots are available for
one family (max 12 people). Especially meant for
families with children in grades 2-6.
•
•
•
•
•

Tuesday, February 23 – Thursday, February
25
9:00 AM, 10:00 AM, 11:00 AM, or 1:00 PM
Sunday, February 28 every half hour from
9:00 AM – 2:00 PM
Jennings Environmental Education Center
Website & Registration
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Sustainability is Beautiful, Literally!
By Verónica Kasavich

If you are into all things beauty, you have seen a great deal of changes in
this industry over the years. Recently, cosmetics have become quite
popular and consumers have been sounding off on their expectations
more and more. Younger generations are unapologetically leading the
way for these expectations. As time goes on, concerns over vegan and
cruelty-free products are becoming more prevalent. Whether it be
ingredients, values, or materials, sustainability is planting its seed in all
categories.
The combination of vegan and cruelty-free makeup is in high demand,
yet it can be difficult to find. The difference between the two categories is
not explicitly clarified much to consumers which has caused confusion
amongst many. There are several reasons why that is— both ethically and
unethically. However, organizations such as The Humane Society and
make it very clear. A cosmetic brand is considered cruelty-free when it
does not test their products on animals. If it labels their products as
vegan, that means there were no animal-derived ingredients used in
the formulation.

Here are some
common symbols
that indicate if the
product you are
using is cruelty-free:
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So, the question is, why are cruelty-free and vegan items sought
after?
Well, people are starting to research what they are buying more.
Cruelty-free products use less chemicals. These chemicals can harm not
only the skin you apply it to, but the planet as well. All-natural ingredients
are the present and the future. And of course, cruelty-free products save
the lives of precious animals. There was not much explanation behind
this topic, even a few years ago. Now, there is so much public knowledge
to discover.
Organizational sustainability is really at the mercy of the consumers just
as much as the organization itself. The feedback that is given to any
organization will ultimately point them in the direction of whether their
practices are sustainable or not. After all, sustainability has three parts:
people, planet, and profit. All three must be present and functioning
properly with one another, and if not, sustainability will not fully be
achieved. Your impact as a consumer is far greater than you initially may
think.
This topic does not just stop at makeup. Under the law, the FDA
categorizes some personal care products under cosmetics as well. Not
everyone is looking into makeup products often, but there are other
things you put on your body that you do use every day (hygiene check!).
Shampoo, deodorant, moisturizer, and even toothpaste can fall into
this category. We come into contact with situations like this without even
knowing sometimes. It never hurts to research. The internet might not
even be where you need to find your answers. Sometimes the answers to
your questions lie within yourself. Millennials are known to make
purchasing decisions based on their values.
Where do your values lie? Do you make a conscious decision to buy
from brands who share your beliefs, or do you rely more on the physical
traits of the product that you cannot get enough of? These are examples
of some questions to ask yourself. You may not always come up with
straightforward answers, but one thing is for sure, you can be the
solution.
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Save Those Bananas- Yes, the Brown
Ones!
By Dimera Little

Before you decide to discard those
brown bananas, please know it has
another purpose. What is it you may
ask? The answer is banana muffins of
course! The golden token of those
blackened peels is the sweet,
embedded flavors of the banana
inside.
Prior to starting on your sweet treat,
be sure to inspect your bananas to
ensure they’re ripe and not rottenthere’s a difference. Your bananas
should be brown on their peels and
may have brown spots on the
bananas themselves. Do not use
bananas that you don’t feel
comfortable with, especially if they’re
molding or have an unusual smell.
Why should you use those old and brown bananas for this recipe?
According to the Fine Cooking Editors, the bananas’ enzymes have
developed, enabling their colors to transform from green to yellow
and its ripening stage of brown spots. The enzymes also convert the
starches into sugar. Evidently, this leads to making the bananas easier
to mash, taste sweeter, and perfect for this easy-to-make dessert.
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You’ll most likely have all the ingredients in your kitchen’s pantry. The
ingredients are the typical household staples in the kitchen. The best
part is that the recipes don’t call for eggs, which should put you at
ease to taste your batter without worry. You can also get creative by
adding special ingredients: chocolate chips, peanut butter, or
peanuts. The end product will be tasty and fulfilling, to say the least.
After finishing prepping & waiting for it to bake or cool off from the
oven, consider how you’re going to discard those banana peels.
According to Sustainable America, Americans consume
approximately 3.2 billion pounds of bananas a year. The peels are
12% of the banana & that eludes to 780 million pounds potentially
heading to the landfills. The banana peels that make it to the landfill
contribute to emitting methane, a harmful greenhouse gas.
Banana peels also have some benefits to help you around the house.
You can add banana peels to your compost, which provide
nutrients in the soil for your plants or vegetables. If you don’t
compost, engorge the banana peel in water to 5 parts water in a jar
to refresh your indoor plants. Lastly, create another zero-waste
recipe by boiling your banana peels into a vinaigrette for your
salad. There are many options to consider to lessen your carbon
footprint.
Nonetheless, enjoy your banana muffins and share the recipe with a
friend! They’re too much of a treasure to be hidden. Stay tuned for
more sustainable and delicious recipes!

Ingredients & Directions for Sustainable Banana Muffins on Next Pg.
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Sustainable Recipe of the Month:
Banana Muffins
INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

greased 12 muffin pan
1 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
2 overly ripe bananas
1 stick of melted butter
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
1/4 cup milk
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
3/4 cup brown sugar

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 375.
2. Mix melted butter, sugar, vanilla, and milk together in a mixing bowl.
3. Mash in the bananas to the wet mixture using a fork, don’t use a mixer.
Using super ripe bananas is key to ensure the muffins are nice and
moist. My bananas were basically black on the outside.
4. Sift in flour, baking soda, and cinnamon. Mix together using a large
spoon or rubber spatula. Using a mixer will over mix the batter.
5. Add batter to the prepared baking sheet. Filling about 1/2 way. Bake in
the oven for 20 minutes. In the last 5 minutes, I turned the oven to 400
to ensure a nice brown top.
6. Take out and cool on a cooling rack for 5 minutes and enjoy!
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Join Us
All Majors Welcome!

What can the SEA provide?
•

Guidance in transforming promising ideas into
thorough business plans and early-stage
businesses

•

Help identifying opportunities for improving value
creation
Assistance in developing solutions for high priority
business challenges
Education on sustainability and entrepreneurship

•
•

What is the SEA?
The Sustainable Enterprise
Accelerator at Slippery Rock
University is a resource for
entrepreneurs to start or
grow a business with
sustainability in mind.
Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative and innovative ideas
Open-mindedness/willingness to learn
Team player
Goal-oriented
Well organized/detail oriented
Self-motivated/takes initiative
Dependable and reliable
Able to work in an unstructured work
environment

Schedule
•

3 credit internship, minimum 120 hours (semester timeframe)

•

Flexible schedule around coursework, weekly set hours (10-12 hours per week)

Responsibilities/Tasks
•

Develop project goals, objectives, initiatives, or strategies in collaboration with team
members

•

Develop or update project plans including information such as project objectives, work
breakdown structure and deliverables of projects

•

Direct or coordinate activities of self-managed project team

•

Establish and execute a project plan

•

Create/maintain plans or other documents related to assigned projects

•

Assign duties, responsibilities to project team

How to Apply:
- Email resume to Dr. John Golden, SEA Managing Director at john.golden@sru.edu 10
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Stay Updated on everything SEA:
Click Us!

Contact:
- 724.738.1606

@sea_sru

- 165 Elm Street,
Slippery Rock,
PA 16057
@SEAatSRU

- Open M-F
10am-4pm
-

Call to
schedule

@SEAatSRU

Sustainable
Enterprise
Accelerator,
John Golden
Editor: Haylea Rieger
Co-Editor: Dejah Jenkins
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